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             This publication: The Airborne Reader 
           is a FREE bimonthly electronic internet magazine made by, 

Michael Brown 

PO Box 69 

Bella Vista, CA 96008 

Email contact info: cabrowns@citlink.net     Phone: 530-549-3005. 

All material published in this publication is sent freely by the writers or by those 
who agree (by submitting) to have proper permission to submit said material. 

Modelers and clubs may submit anything aviation related as long as it is positive 
in message. Donations are welcome. 

If friends or family want the magazine it’s on my web site “theclearimage.com” 

How to submit an article: 
I prefer the written article to be sent in a Word doc format, and pictures sent as 
JPG files. I make all pictures 100DPI x about 4” x 6” so please try to send yours 
that size or larger.  

Submitting by email is most common although you are welcome to send a CD 
containing your articles and pictures. 

You can send Word articles with the pictures imbedded, but I use Publisher to 
make this publication and I have to take every letter and picture out of those 
file types and rebuild the entire article in Publisher so PLEASE try to not do that.  

PDF articles are fine if necessary but they have to be inserted after I finish the 
issue….so try not to, but it is a way to submit.  

CLUB Event flyers 

Flyers of all types are welcome. Its 
best, (easiest for me) if you make 
your flyer a JPG after its finished. A 
PDF flyer is very welcome as well, but 
has to be added after I convert my 
publication.. Remember this is a bi-
monthly publication so send far 
enough ahead of time for it to be 
published. 

 

I can’t do this without help folks. If 

you want the magazine to continue 

you must send me articles. Sorry, 

its just a fact. 

Phone: 530-549-3005 

Email: cabrowns@citlink.net 

Thanks Mike brown 

http://theclearimage.com/http:/theclearimage.com/


Thank you. 

Last issue I had a lot of you mention how glad / happy you were I was ok 

after my mentioning my surgeries etc… thank you.  

I had to laugh. Many of you said basically the same thing.. 

Hey Mike glad you are ok. But maybe this is why I find no attachment to 

open. Can you resend? 

I can’t honestly say it did or did not have anything to do with my health af-

ter….. but I swear there was an attachment when I sent them...honest! 

It is getting harder and harder to send this publication to you. I have Microsoft 

Outlook and use frontier communications for my email. I have always had to 

send, say all the people with the first letter of their last name with an A at one 

time, then B and C together, then D by itself etc… all the way through the al-

phabet. It used to be fine as long as I kept issues under 3 1/2 or 4MB. But no 

longer. I start getting messages stating “Exceeded hourly recipients thresh-

old” every time. 

It seems to be a frontier issue but they say its an Outlook issue and back n 

forth. Its getting real hard to send is all I know and takes at least 2 days. 

I don’t get anything from publishing this other than your thanks so don’t have 

any money to buy programs etc… but if you know another way I can send to 

my subscribers PLEASE let me know.  

I usually sent attachments to my personal web site.    Thanks Mike 

Aside from all that. 

This publication is about modelers, doing modeling things, building etc..., 

going to flying events, club meetings, show n tell etc… 

Butt………. 

People have to send material for me to have anything to publish. It doesn’t 

need to be fancy, but can be if you like. The amount of pages you need 

are also open.      So if you have read this for 1, 2, 3, 4 or more years and 

have always wanted to send something….DO IT!  



My Canard Experience 
By Frank Geisler 

 

I've always been interested in 

those odd looking airplanes that 

seemed like they were flying 

backwards in the sky.   

I live relatively close to a small 

general aviation airport and I often 

see what appears to be a Rutan 

VariEze flying overhead.   

I had recently done a video build 

log on the Stevens Aero Sportstik.  

For those that are not familiar with 

Stevens AeroModel and what they do, Stevens Aero is a designer and balsa kit maker 

of very high quality LASER cut model airplane kits out of Colorado.  As a demonstra-

tion on how to build a balsa kit airplane, I videoed myself explaining and building the 

Sportstik from start to maiden flight.  I did this in an effort to show newcomers to build-

ing with balsa how simple it is to build a LASER cut kit.   

One afternoon after coming home from flying my Sportstik I put the plane on my work-

bench and wondered what it would be like if I converted the plane into a canard.  Not 

knowing exactly how to do that, I hit the internet looking for answers.  I soon discov-

ered two things; there really is no such thing as a "canard" and there is not really a lot 

of info about building a canard style model airplane out there.    I found one website 

that schooled me about what a canard really is.  This is simply an airplane with a for-

ward tail unlike a conventional airplane that has the tail at the aft of the airplane.  Who 

knew?  I have been misled all these years.   

Not finding too much info on how to actually build or convert my Sportstik into a for-

ward tail airplane, I checked my library of model aviation books and found a good ref-

erence in one called R/C Model Aircraft Design by Any Lennon.  Toward the back of 

the book it detailed the design of a forward tail airplane (called a canard in that book) 

but since I was converting from a built airframe that didn't help too much.  So I decid-

ed to "wing it" so to speak and learn as I went. 



Since the Sportstik's fuselage was carbon fiber square tubing, moving parts around 

was fairly easy.  I removed the vertical/rudder and horizontal/elevator, moved the mo-

tor to the back of the plane and slid the wing back toward the motor.  The landing gear 

and wing mounts came from Millennium RC so the initial setup was quite simple.  Now 

I ust needed to figure out where all the parts should go.  Easy right?  Not so much.   

After many more hours of internet search-

ing I found out that the main wing of a ca-

nard (I know, I said it. It is a hard habit to 

break) should be relatively flat with the 

leading edge only slightly higher than the 

aft edge of the wing.  I solved this prob-

lem by using the leading edge wing 

mount from Millennium RC and the GWS 

leading edge wing mount in the back 

of the wing.  This gave me the correct 

wing incidence relative to the fuse-

lage.  I got lucky here since I did not have to make any shims and it was a solid 

mount. 

Next came mounting the horizontal stabilizer and elevator.  I discovered that I needed 

to raise the leading edge of the horizontal stab by .375" in the front tapering down to 

zero toward the aft edge of the horizontal.  This means I had to notch out a section of 

the elevator to clear the fuselage boom.  In hindsight, I just should have shimmed the 

wedge instead of notching the elevator.   

The Sportstick 



Using the vertical and rudder as a template, I cut out pieces of flat balsa to build the 

winglets.  I used three pieces of balsa cut a different grain directions and glued them 

down to an identical piece of flat balsa but with the grain direction going yet another 

direction.  This made the winglets very strong since I figured this experiment may not 

end well.  After sanding and final shaping I covered the winglets with covering film ex-

cept for the area which was getting glued on to the outer rib of the main wing.  I then 

glued them on one at time using Titebond II wood glue and small wood screws just in 

case.  The glue and screws made for an extremely sturdy wing assembly.   

 

The last step in the process step was 

to locate the CG and position the bat-

tery and other components.  Finding a 

CG calculator online, I found a good 

site to where I could plug in my air-

plane's vitals and it would calculate that 

for me.  I did that and positioned all 

components closely to where they 

should be using a 3s 800 mAH battery. 

 

Since I already had the Sportstik 

programmed into my radio, the final 

step was to reverse direction of the 

elevator servo since to change the 

pitch of a forward tail design plane 

the elevator needs to move opposite 

of how a conventional tailed plane 

would move.  In other words, to 

make the plane go up, the elevator 

on the canard goes trailing edge 

down.  In flight, this forces the 

"nose" of the airplane up.  On a reg-

ular plane, this action would cause the nose to go down.  Make sense?  I had to figure 

that out the hard way.  At first I could not understand why my airplane wanted to stay 

on the ground for so long when I was pulling back on the stick at well past normal 

takeoff speed.   I soon realized that pulling back was forcing the nose to go down. 

Battery on boom 

to balance 



Once I figured that out after way too many takeoff attempts than I care to mention, my 

new canard style airplane became airborne.  I was immediately impressed with how 

stable she was in the air and how smoothly she reacted to flight control movements.  I 

was hooked!  Flying a canard style airplane was a blast.  You have to train your mind 

on what really is the front of the airplane, but once you got that figured it, it really is a 

fun airplane to fly.  The Stevens Aero Sportstik turned out to be an excellent platform 

to convert to a forward tail design model airplane.  I am very pleased with how she 

flies and enjoy flying her every chance I get. I would imagine that this airplane would 

make an excellent second plane for those learning how to fly.  Knowing this, I am not 

sure why there are not more canard style airplanes on the market these days.  The 

coolness factor and ease of flight is certainly way up there. 

 

Sources: 

Stevens AeroModel: http://www.stevensaero.com/  

What are the advantages of a canard wing aircraft?: http://www.djaerotech.com/

dj_askjd/dj_questions/canard.html  

CG Tool: http://adamone.rchomepage.com/cg_canard.htm  

Building The Stevens AeroModel SPORTStik Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=PJACCh3z9CY  

Frank Geisler 



  George Miller does a ARF   

I bet you readers of Airborne Reader did-

n't see this one coming.  If you have read 

my articles here you have noticed that I 

am pretty much a scratch builder or kit 

modifier when I build. 

Well, I am not even calling this a real con-

struction article.  What I am really trying 

to do here is to show some of you ARF 

fliers what can be done with even a ARF.  

It really doesn't take that much in the line 

of major construction.   And it will give you something to think about in the direction of 

doing some modeling to make an ARF your very own model.  It's fun, it's different and 

a very good starting point into modeling.  It was a new procedure for me, too.  So fol-

low along and give it some thought.  A totally new concept. 

I picked Hobby King or TBM's 72" B-17.  Maybe a little much for some of you out 

there, but it really is just another ARF.  I doubt if there are very many foamies that this 

could not be done to.  And I would say a standard single engine scale ARF would be 

an easier project at that. 

Everybody loves a B-17.  Its history is well documented and stands alone.  This 

bomber dropped more bombs during WWII than any other bomber.  And considering it 

carries the smallest bomb load of any large bomber, that is a lot of missions.  Also, the 

B-17 could bring home a crew with so much battle damage that it isn't even believa-

ble.  There was no bomber like it in the saga of WWII. 

So with all that said, let's get into it:  Look at the two photos attached here.  You will 

see some things that you find on every ARF made in China that I have ever seen.       



1. China has a thing about simulating panel lines.  They produce these major trenches 
all over the aircraft to simulate them.  On this B-17 they are 1/8" wide and 3/32" deep, 
and they are all over the place 

2.  China turns around and simulates other things with raised foam.  Notice on the 
wing the raised circles.  I think they are trying to show fueling caps.  Notice on the 
control surfaces the raised surfaces to simulate the ribs on open fabric covered areas. 

3.  Notice the texture of the foam that shows through the finish on the whole aircraft.  
This is a thing with foam.   I do not think there is any way to make a foamie without 
getting this effect. 

Now do not miss understand me here.  When you consider the price of these foamies 
from China, anything else would cost a whole bunch more.  You just have to remem-
ber that you are getting what you pay for. 

I did a whole bunch of research on this B-17 before taking it on.  There are all kinds of 
videos out there on it flying and stuff on the forums about what owners have experi-
enced and done to it. 

I got a big kick out of the videos.  In every one of them you will see it move about 4 or 
5 feet and jump into the air.  In one, the pilot advances the throttle very quickly and it 
doesn't even move a foot before it is in the air.  Now it is in the air and you can see 
that it is riding the currents in the air.  Never seen even one video that shows anything 
else.  The landings look OK, but this has to be a real floater on landings. 

Why is it doing this and why do fliers think this is a great flying model of a B-17 Bomb-
er?   

Here is what I see.  I see a 72" wingspan, 700 square inch wing area,  very high lift 
airfoil, 6.5 pound model flying just like you would expect something with these specs 
to fly.   It is so far out of proper set up, it isn't even funny. 

Let's stop for a minute and talk wing loading.  A very interesting subject and one that is 
very misunderstood by many, even by some advanced modelers. 

Wing loading is just one of many things to take into consideration when building a 
model.  It has to be in conjunction with the others.   Let's take two identical aircraft, 
both at the same weight.  Look at the photo here of the two different airfoils.  One has 
A and one has B.  Will they fly the same?  No!!!  Now let's say these two aircraft have 
the same airfoil and the same wing loading.  But one is 40" span and one is 80" span.  
Will they fly the same?  NO!!  Now look at the photo of the two different aircraft.  They 
both have the same amount of wing area, same weight and same airfoil.  Will they fly 
the same?  NO!!!        



George Miller does an ARF continued 

 

I won't even go into the proper wing loading for a specific aircraft.  I have to have 

more information than that. It goes on and on and I am not going to go any further 

with it other than to tell you that there is a whole bunch of stuff involved in making a 

model that really flies good.   If you want more info on this subject, let me know. 

It is my belief that almost all of the foamie scale ARFs out there are just like this B-

17.  This aircraft is so light for its size, that if I did nothing else to it, I would be add-

ing weight until this aircraft would roll down a runway like a scale aircraft, fly 

through the air with some authority and land like it has a proper glide ratio. 

Needless to say, I have no qualms about what I am doing to this aircraft. 

I have removed all the electrics out of the wing, removed all control rods from the 

flight surfaces, pulled all vinyl stickers, and used that blue "Delicate" masking tape 

from Home Depot to tape up the windows.   

I then weighed all pieces to get a accurate weight before working on them.  I have 

put the plastic cowls and other parts aside.  (A must:  Stuff the fuselage with rags.  

You are about to do some serious sanding and you have very little access to the 

inside of this fuselage.  If you let that dust get inside the fuselage , it will be all over 

the inside of the windows and very hard to get to them to clean.) 

I then cut and sanded off all the raised areas of simulation from the aircraft.  I gave 

the complete aircraft a thorough sanding with 80 grit  sandpaper.  I noticed that I 

could not get completely through the color on the foam.  That is OK, it is actually 

soaking in like a dye. 

I use "Lightweight" spackle from Ace Hardware.  It has no weight at all.  I fill all the 

trenches(panel lines) with it.  It takes me two fillings.  This "lightweight" spackle doe 

not sand like regular spackle.  You have to let it dry overnight and sand it with 80 

grit sandpaper.  The trick here is to do all your sanding across the surfaces and not 

in the direction of the trenches.   

Once I have it sanded smooth, I will go over it again and get the areas I did not get 

filled the first time, as well as any areas that are showing still flat over the trenches.  

I just keep doing this until I am happy with it. 



Here is a photo of the wings and fuselage completed to this stage.  Notice all the white 

trenches that are going away. LOL      

  I will add something that I did, but you may not want to add.  Before I started this fill-

ing job, I replaced all the main flight control servos with Hitec metal gear servos.  I am 

not putting this work into this aircraft and counting on those cheap nylon geared ser-

vos.  I also changed out that silly looking tail wheel strut. 

Next step:  drag out the 3/4 ounce fiberglass cloth from "Tower Hobbies" and "Bob 

Smith's" 15 minute epoxy.  Cut the cloth bigger than the wing and start from the mid-

dle with small amounts of epoxy at a time, and cover the whole top of the wing.     

 I glass right over the tape on the windows.  I use a piece of 1/32" ply for a spreader 

and make sure I have squeegeed out as much epoxy as possible.  Let it cure over-

night and then take 80 grip sandpaper and sand down any raised edges of epoxy.   I 

then apply another very thin coat of epoxy so I am filling all the weave of the cloth and 

will not going to be sanding into it when sanding this surface smooth.  



On the final coat of epoxy I am still using either 150 or 80 grit sandpaper to sand it 

smooth.  But using this coarse of sandpaper, make sure you do not over sand.  And 

again, do all your sanding across the fuselage and wing, not the direction of the 

trenches. LOL   

I do all the foam surfaces this way.  It really is not as difficult as one may think.  You 

will find that fiberglass cloth wraps around contours very easily.  And any areas where 

it comes out rough or you have overlap, your first sanding of the epoxy will eliminate 

them. 

When I have this done and am happy with it, it is time for primer.  First I will remove all 

the tape that was covering the windows and replace it the same way.   

I have mentioned before that I use "Transtar 2 in 1 Primer"  You can find it at most au-

tomotive paint stores.  It is thick primer and I let it dry overnight before sanding it.  It 

now sands like butter, fills low spots, fills sanding scratches and will not crack over 

flexible parts. 

Give the parts a good coat,  let it dry and look for any imperfections where you may 

need to fill with "regular" spackle.  Let it dry and again sand across the surfaces with 

220 sandpaper.  Also, sand this first coat of primer almost all off so it is showing your 

high and low spots.  Now a second coat of primer.  This one can be sanded with 400 

grit.  Now I will admit that I needed a third coat of primer to get the surface the best I 

could.  This texture of foam just kept coming up on me in certain ares and required it.  

Your final coat of primer should be sanded smooth, but you can leave some of it on 

this time. 

Here is a photo of the wings and fuselage ready for paint.    



Painting.  I have chosen the color of the B-17's I liked the most.  Originally they were 

painted "Olive Drab".  But you would not believe that by looking at most of them.  The 

quality of the paint, weather conditions, and sun at 30,000 feet, faded them very 

quickly.  They always looked more like what I call "Army Green". 

You all know that I use "PPG Automotive Paint".  It covers very quickly, weighs almost 

nothing,  will not pull with masking tape, and is hard as a rock.  But the choice of paint 

is yours.  I shot it with my air compressor and detail gun at 15 pounds of pressure.  I 

dragged out all the plastic pieces and had at it. Here is a photo of the aircraft painted 

green.  I paint the stars, ice booting, and serial number.   The nose art is a decal.   

Panel lines:  my preferred method is using a pencil and plastic rulers.   

Easy to apply and if you make an error, just erase it and do it again.  No real need to 

even try and get scale with them.  They will look good regardless, and they look like 

panel lines.  (hard to see all of them in the photos, but they are there.)  After the finish 

is complete, I use "Testors" dull coat, mixed half with lacquor thinner and applied with 

a air brush.  (PPG paint dries to a semi-gloss finish and a pencil draws on it great.  If 

your paint dries to a gloss, you will have to shoot the dull coat on it first and then do 

the panel lines and then shoot another coat of dull coat.) Here is the fun part:  I am 

not making this aircraft for any sort of competition.  Just for fun flying at the club.  I 

have made my own nose art.  "Barbie Bombshell"  My better half was once referred to 

by that in her college days.  She gets a real kick out of having one of my models 

named after her.  Fun !! 



Now to answer your main question that you have been thinking this whole article.  

How much weight did he add to the aircraft with all this glassing and painting?  This is 

the whole truth here:  Exactly one pound.  Yes, that is true.  However, when you add 

weight all over a aircraft this way, you must realize that about 75% of this weight is be-

hind the CG.( I like my CG to be about 25% on a scale model like this.)  

The location of the CG in the instructions calls for it to be between 1 3/4" to 2 1/4" 

from the leading edge.  It doesn't say where on the leading edge and this will change 

the CG drastically. DUH.  So forget them and I calculate the CG myself.  At the fuse-

lage the span is 13 1/2".  I place my balancer there and set it at 3 3/8".  It now requires 

8 ounces of nose weight to rebalance the aircraft.  I used 4000 mah batteries and a 

little lead in the nose to accommplish this.  Total new weight of the aircraft is just a lit-

tle over 8 pounds. 

Am I happy with this?  Yes, I am very happy with this.   



I feel the aircraft is still lighter than I would want it to be.  I believe from seeing 

the videos that there is enough power here to warrant even more weight.  Ex-

ample:  My modified Top Flite Corsair also has 700 square inches of area and 

has about the same airfoil.  And I do nothing but love how it flies.  It weighs 10 

pounds.  My modified Top Flite Mustangs have 730 Square inches of area, 

about the same airfoil, and no one can argue with the performance of a Top 

Flight designed Mustang.  "Roto Finish" and "My Lady" both weight a little over 

11 pounds. 

So there you have it guys.  A article on what you can do with your ARF.  When 

you show up at the flying field, everyone will be asking you where you got it.  

And all you did was a little glassing and a paint job. 

Always remember, readers:   Any questions or comments are really appreciated.  

We write these articles for you.  Hearing from you lets us know what you are 

thinking. 

 

2 more beautiful pictures of this transformation on the next page…….Mike 



Remember if you might like to ask George any questions about this trans-

formation or any of his builds etc… email him directly @ 

Katonka@sbcglobal.net 



A modeler and friend of Georges, Paul Marsh 
has put a lot of Georges articles on him per-
sonal page. If you might be interested read 
what Paul says below, then click the link to his 
page of Georges articles. 

Over the years George has written quite a few 
articles for various publications, including: 
Scale R/C Modeler, Model Airplane News and 
Model Aviation. He continues to write for The 
Airborne Reader. In addition, his planes have 
been written about by others in many of those 
same magazines. In the case of Model Shopper 
and other magazines, his planes have graced 
the covers. Below are many of these articles.    

http://www.poweredmodelairplanes.com/pma/george/articles/articles.html 

The start of the Thailand space program… 

ya gotta see this! 

Paste the address below into your browser 

and watch! 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/pD_yQZ4iNjY?rel=0 

http://www.poweredmodelairplanes.com/pma/george/articles/articles.html


Lipo Safety!!!  
 

Last Friday evening my son was getting ready for the Saturday Glider event.  He was 
doing the normal things as a person gets ready for a RC event, loading the car, mak-
ing sure  the transmitter is charged and in the car, and charging the  Li-Po batteries. 

  My son has been involved with RC for over 30 years, he is President of the Si-
lent Electric Flyers of San Diego, a large club of 350 members.  Over the years he has 
built and flown all types of RC Airplanes and even was into racing RC cars. He is the 
go to guy to accomplish the maiden flights of both new aircraft and rebuilt form crash. 

  I mention these facts only to illustrate that it’s not only  the newbie to our hobby 
that can  make mistakes. Highly experience people can get busy with doing many 
things at once and do tasks on “autopilot”. You get busy and you do without thinking 
because you have done the task so many times before  and it gets done without any 
thought process. 

  

 



 My son had charged a battery earlier and when it was complete he removed it 
and without changing any of the settings of the charger,  put another battery on 
charge. As he had completed loading the car previously and it was getting a little cool 
in his detached workshop,  he decided to go into the house for just a “minute” and 
make  some hot chocolate.  

  Well that”minute” may have extended a bit as he stopped in to see what kids 
were doing, stopped to say hi to the wife. The hot chocolate in his hand suddenly got 
very cold when his oldest upstairs in his room called down, “DAD the SHOP is ON 
FIRE!.  

  Over 30 years of accumulation of tools, some of which he had gotten from 
Grandfather, RC airplanes, RC airplanes servos, receivers, and all the rest one 
has,  gone in less that 30 minutes. 

 SDFD arrived in less than five minutes but there was little that they could do except 
protect the main house.  

 There are two main rules when using LI-PO batteries of any size : 

 1.Follow the manufactures instructions. 

2. Never leave a charging battery for any reason. 

 We will never really know what started the fire but the only thing that  happening was 
a large LI-PO battery was being charged, whether a cell shorted, battery over heat-
ed,  the final cause is”unable to determine”. That’s what the fire inspector said. But he 
wrote down li-PO  battery being charged. 

 Please don’t leave a LI-PO under charge unattended for any reason. 

  

Richard Bonnardel 

AMA  AVP District 10 

Hawaii 



SECTION 8 AIR FORCE 
 

MY FELLOW R/C PILOTS…. ARE YOU TIRED OF JUST BORING HOLES IN THE SKY?  WOULD YOU LIKE TO 

TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT?  THEN CONSIDER JOINING “SECTION 8” AIR FORCE.   

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF “SECTION 8 AIR FORCE”.  IT IS TWOFOLD… ONE TO IMPRESS YOUR FELLOW 
PILOTS AND SECOND TO PROVIDE EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT FOR SPECTATORS AT DIFFERENT FLYING 
EVENTS.  THE GROUP WAS FORMED IN 2004, AND CONSISTED OF 8 P-38’s. OUR FIRST SHOW WAS AT CAS-
TLE 2004 WHEN WE MANAGED TO PUT UP 6 P-38’s.  FROM THERE WE WENT TO P-61 BLACK WIDOWS AND 
THEN TO B-25’s. AT THIS POINT SOME OF THE PILOTS MOVED ON TO OTHER PROJECTS, SO THIS AIR 

FORCE HAS BEEN AT A STANDSTILL UNTIL PRESENT.  WE NOW HAVE 4 VQ P-38’s, 3 ESM DO335’s AND  1 

DO335 BUILT-UP KIT WHICH WE HOPE TO HAVE AT CASTLE MEMORIAL WEEKEND 2015… AND AGAIN AT 

WOODLAND/DAVIS “WINGS OF VICTORY” EVENT ON JULY 18-19, 2015. 

FOR THOSE WHO ARE NOT AWARE OF WHERE THE TERM “SECTION 8” CAME FROM.. IT ORIGINATED FROM 
WWII MIGHTY 8

TH
 AIR FORCE IN EUROPE. THE SECTION 8 PART CAME FROM THE MILITARY DESIGNATION 

OF A “MENTAL ILLNESS DISCHARGE”. FOR PILOTS TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS GROUP (FLYING A BUNCH OF 
TWIN AIRCRAFT) TOGETHER, MUST MEAN YOU HAVE TO BE A LITTLE “NUTS” TO ATTEMPT THIS.  ALT-

HOUGH WE HAVE NOT HAD ANY MID-AIRS. 

The above pic shows the “SECTION 8” group at Castle 2004. 

From left to right;  Kim Lines (deceased), Monty Welch, Jim Williams, Bob 

Delozier, Jim Adams, 

Glenn Hoffman and Scott Rowan. 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BEING PART OF THIS NUTTY EXTRAVAGANZA 

CONTACT ME,  

MONTY WELCH VIA EMAIL OR PHONE… 



Building the RQ-2A Pioneer UAV – Part 1 

Paul D. Marsh 

 

As far as subjects go, the RQ-2A Pioneer UAV is not the sexiest airframe to model.  

It's basically a utilitarian truck with lots of straight edges, which is one of the reasons I 

chose this aircraft as my first attempt at designing and building a radio controlled mod-

el airplane from scratch.  Another driving force was my interest in amateur autopilots, 

which turn RC aircraft into amateur UAVs (see "Amateur Unmanned Aerial Vehicles." 

The Airborne Reader, May 2014).  By the time I was ready to put together my own DIY 

drone, autopilots were pretty close to plug-n-play.  Rather than simply dropping elec-

tronics into an existing airframe, other than for learning and testing purposes, I decid-

ed to turn my DIY drone project into something more—my amateur drone airframe 

would be designed and built from scratch.  The RQ-2A Pioneer seemed like a good 

candidate. 

Although the airframe might not be all that exciting, the full scale Pioneer UAV has 

served in three branches of our military and holds a unique place in history.  Originally 

designed by Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd. (IAI), the Pioneer was adopted by the US 

Navy and put into service in 1986.  One year later it was being used by the Marine 

Corp, and by 1990 the Army was fielding it as well.  AAI Corporation in the U.S. had 

been selected by the Navy to build the Pioneer under license from IAI. 



In 1991, 40 or so Pioneers flew more than 300 missions in support of Operation De-
sert Storm.  It was during this conflict that one Pioneer, Air Vehicle Number 159, was 
conducting battle damage assessment over Faylaka Island when, much to the sur-
prise of the operator, Iraqi soldiers began waving anything white at the UAV in an at-
tempt to surrender.  Shortly thereafter, U.S. Marines landed and took the soldiers into 
custody.  This is the first time that humans had surrendered to a robot in combat.  Ve-
hicle 159 now hangs on display at the National Air and Space Museum on the Mall in 
Washington, D.C.
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  The full scale Pioneer has a wingspan of 16' 10", is 14' 4" long and 

has a height of 4'. 

I don't presume that too many people will actually be interested in building this model, 
although a number of people in the DIY drone community have asked for the designs 
(which I am happy to share at no cost).  However, during the course of designing this 
plane as a flying model I had to overcome a few hurdles, the solutions to which might 
be of interest to fellow builders. 
 
The very first hurdle was determining how I would do the design work itself.  I wasn't 
familiar with, nor did I own, design software such as AutoCAD, but I did have a little 
experience with Google SketchUp (now just SketchUp).  It turns out that the free ver-
sion of SketchUp proved more than adequate for the task, and there are others out 
there using it as well for model airplane design.  These users have posted helpful tips 
on various forums.  The next hurdle was finding an adequate 3-view of the Pioneer 
from which to base my design.  This hurdle was a bit more difficult to overcome, at 
least initially. 



While I was aware that the Pioneer was originally designed and built by IAI, I was also 
aware that it was built here in the States by AAI Corporation (owned by Textron Sys-
tems).  I sent an e-mail to AAI requesting a 3-view.  They politely responded that they 
were unable to assist as the design was in fact owned by IAI.  Not being shy or easily 
put off, I sent an e-mail to IAI.  Much to my surprise and delight, IAI provided a great 
deal of design assistance beyond a simple 3-view drawing.  In fact, my contact there 
tried to convince me to build a 50% scale version, as they had done themselves, vs. 
my own plans to build a 1/3rd, or 33%, scale model.   

 
One-half scale was just 
too large for me, but af-
ter I was well into my 
33% design I discovered 
that some individual fea-
tures were too small.  
For example, it would 
have been impossible to 
bury even micro-servos 
in the horizontal stabi-
lizer.  I decided to split 
the difference and ar-
rived at the (confusing 
to some) 42% scale de-
sign.  There is method 
to my apparent mad-
ness, or so I hope. 
 

 
I can't say strongly enough how pleased I was with SketchUp as the design tool for 
my project.  With little exception, if I thought it, I could do it—it is a remarkably power-
ful software package.  Knowing the airfoil designations to be used for all flying surfac-
es, I was able to download the airfoil data and map it in SketchUp using a point-cloud 
plugin.  The airfoil data files are essentially a list of X-Y coordinates.  Once these co-
ordinates are imported into SketchUp, it's simply a matter of connecting the dots.  
Starting with the resulting 2D drawings of the flying surface airfoils, I proceeded to lay 
out the entire design in 3D.  The plank, a.k.a. Hershey Bar, wing might have benefited 
from some root-to-tip taper and wingtip washout, but I was assured that I would have 
no trouble sticking with the original Pioneer wing design, which is what I did.  (As my 
friend and fellow contributor to The Airborne Reader, George Miller, said, “You are ba-
sically making a model of a model!”)  In any case, given the 84" wing span it was de-
signed in halves requiring the use of an aluminum wing tube, which extends 1/3 of the 
span into each wing half. 



One challenge associated with the main wing and horizontal stabilizer was designing 
attach points for the two 1¼” diameter aluminum tube tail booms.  I envisioned using 
1¼” diameter cylindrical ribs, but these would have to incorporate slots for the spars 
as well as holes for the wing tube sockets, all precisely aligned.  They would also have 
to include a number of channels for servo leads.  I don't have the tools or skills need-
ed to work blocks of balsa in this fashion, so I took another approach. 

 
My desire to scratch build had its limits, and one of those was hand-cutting ribs and 
formers.  From the outset I had planned on using a laser-cutting service for the task.  
Even that approach would not be able to solve the cylindrical rib problem as they are 
generally limited to cutting wood no thicker than ¼” or so.  I designed five individual 
ribs that would be laminated together to arrive at a square 1¼” on each side.  The in-
dividual ¼” ribs had the proper channels precut as needed for the task.  Not all five 
ribs were identical—the center rib included a servo lead channel.  In order to assure 
proper alignment, I used short lengths of spar-sized strips in the spar slots as I glued 
one rib to the next, removing these before any glue overflow would cement them in 
place.  From this point it was a fairly straight forward task to cut and sand each square 
rib into a cylinder, which includes a step-down for insertion into the tail booms. 
 
During assembly of the main wing halves, the boom ribs (as I call them) were put in 
place but not glued.  This would allow for final alignment after the bulk of the wing 
structure was rigid.  Once the main wing boom ribs were glued in place, the wing and 
tail boom assembly was used to align and space the horizontal stabilizer boom ribs for 
final gluing. 



My original thought for securing the tail booms to the cylindrical ribs was to drill bolt 
holes from top to bottom.  I soon realized, however, that the bolts would pass right 
through the servo lead channels in the ribs.  While I might be able to keep the leads 
off to one side, there was too much risk of damage, leading to electrical shorts and all 
sorts of bad things.  Also, I was concerned that these holes, two at each connection 
point, would weaken the ribs.  I ultimately decided on using hose clamps—ugly, but 
effective.  Each end of the boom tube was given a T-shaped relief slot to allow the 
clamps to compress the tube walls onto the ribs.  Two clamps are used at each joint 
for redundancy. 

 
Although my model is a far cry 
from being an exact scale replica 
of the Pioneer, I did try to incor-
porate as many scale features as 
I could.  To that end, I reproduced 
the four protrusions which extend 
from the bottom of the airframe.  I 
presume these are antennas of 
some sort on the real thing.  For 
my model, the front two were per-

fect locations to mount the pitot tube and video antenna (more on this in Part 2). 



Not only is the Pioneer a pusher with regard to engine location, but the engine is en-
cased in a tail cone, neither feature being ideal for engine cooling.  After toying with a 
number of ideas to introduce air around the engine cylinder, I settled on using one half 
of a plastic egg, itself being cut in half yet again to create two air scoops.  Most of the 
incoming air would exit through a hole in the bottom of the tail cone cut around and 
behind the engine cylinder. 

 
 
Construction of the Pioneer is well underway and is, in 
fact, nearing completion.  In Part 2, I will share more con-
struction details and will, hopefully, have news of a suc-
cessful maiden flight. 
 

    
 
 
 
 



Building the RQ-2A Pioneer UAV – Part 1 

 
Resources (in no particular order) 
 
1
Brief history of the Pioneer UAV 

 http://airandspace.si.edu/collections/artifact.cfm?id=A20000794000 
Wing tube, tail boom tubes & main landing gear; TnT Landing Gear 
 http://www.tntlandinggear.com/welcome_to_the_online_catalog.htm 
Laser cutting service; Laser Design Services 
 http://store.laser-design-services.com 
Design software; SketchUp 
 http://www.sketchup.com 
Overview of amateur drone activity; Video by author 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L98dlJbqiq0 
Amateur drone community; DIY Drones 
 http://www.diydrones.com 
UIUC Airfoil Coordinates Database 
 http://m-selig.ae.illinois.edu/ads/coord_database.html 
 
 
Photo Captions 
 

1. RQ-2A Pioneer Air Vehicle Number 159 hanging on display at the National Air 
and Space Museum, Washington, D.C.  Iraqi soldiers surrendered to this very 
airframe during Operation Desert Storm in 1991. 

2.Iraqi soldier surrendering to RQ-2A Pioneer Air Vehicle Number 159 on Faylaka 
Island during Operation Desert Storm in 1991. 

3.Complete 3D design of Pioneer model done in SketchUp and using design input 
from Israel Aerospace Industries. 

4.Design of 1¼” cylindrical tail boom ribs built up from ¼” thick sections. 
5.Completed cylindrical tail boom ribs ready for inclusion in main with assembly. 
6.Relief slot cut into tail boom tubes to allow for compression onto cylindrical ribs. 
7.In a nod to scale design, four antenna protrusions were added to the model. 
8.Tail cone air scoops (one on each side) made from plastic Easter egg. 
9.Wing construction underway. 

http://airandspace.si.edu/collections/artifact.cfm?id=A20000794000
http://www.tntlandinggear.com/welcome_to_the_online_catalog.htm
http://store.laser-design-services.com
http://www.sketchup.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L98dlJbqiq0
http://www.diydrones.com
http://m-selig.ae.illinois.edu/ads/coord_database.html


 
 

 
 
Everyone has their favorite airplane. For me, it's the Stearman. I am partial to bi-
planes. The shape of the Stearman airframe with the big round engine on the front just 
oozes "real" aviation.  Flying wires on all surfaces; fabric covered wings, stabilizer 
AND fuselage….what more could you ask for? The Stearman was the primary trainer 
for pilots in WW II. Originally built as a private venture by the Stearman Aircraft Com-
pany of Wichita (bought by Boeing in 1934 and the design was named the Model 75). 
In fact, there were more Stearmans built during WWII than any other aircraft (over 
10,000). There were several incarnations of the Boeing Model 75 from the PT-13 to 
the PT-17, PT-18, PT-27, as well as the Navy version, the N2S. The Navy version was 
typically painted all yellow and was known as the “Yellow Peril” anywhere around a 
Naval training base. 

 

I built my first Stearman from a Sterling kit in the early 70’s. Sterling kits were manu-
factured in Philadelphia and all their kits had a unique quality. Sterling had perfected 
the process of making concrete look exactly like balsa wood. The finished kit airplane 
always weighed at least twice the advertised weight. Couple the high weight with the 
max engine size allowable in AMA Sport Scale competition (70’s era) being a .60, just 
getting the model off the ground was a feat. 

 

Fast forward a little bit in time to the 1980’s and find me attending an R/C auction 
(Salinas Area Modelers as I recall). A quarter scale fiberglass fuselage for a Stearman 
comes up. My favorite airplane was not going home with anyone but me. Back then 
the most challenging part of any Stearman build is fabrication a workable, strong repli-
ca of the unique cantilevered landing gear. Since I had no idea what to do about the 
landing gear, the fuselage sat in the rafters for years with no work started. 

 

Then, Robart came out with a landing gear assembly for the quarter scale Stearman 
and that happening put me into the “let’s build it” mode. As it turned out that was really 
the “let’s build it” mode #1. I talked a friend to cutting a set of foam cores for the wings 
and I was on my way…well, sorta.  There are some advantages to a fiberglass/foam 
model, but less work is not one of them. It turns out that accomplishing a fairly com-
plex build without any plans was more than a little daunting. The fuselage went back 
to the rafters. The “let’s build it mode #2, then #3, and on and on” kept happening with 
very little actual progress in getting the model built. 



Before this gets too 
hard to read, let’s fast 
forward to the present. I 
am now trying to finish 
up a build that is 30 
years or so in coming. 
It’s a scratch built airplane, 
not withstanding the fuselage 
was a premade fiberglass 
unit. I finally got building be-
cause I came across a really 
good set of detailed Stearman 
three views. I scanned them 
into my computer and then 
loaded the three views into a 

CAD program. I scaled the three 
views up to exactly match the size of 
the only part I had to match – the fi-
berglass fuselage. From that point 
on every measurement, every 
shape, every scale detail was direct-
ly obtainable from my CAD program. 
With the CAD program I created out-
lines and rough plans for building 
the rest of the airframe. By using 
model building techniques that I 
have become familiar with over the 
years no super detailed plans were 
required. I am now in the “let’s build 
it” mode #5 (or so) and hopefully  
this will be the last mode. The CAD 
program is really what got me build-
ing.  

 

Here is the fuselage – as was with 

just the LG installed 

Finally getting a 
landing gear set 
installed 



Somewhere along the line something else happened. I went from trying to be competi-
tive in AMA Scale (now called Designer Scale) to competing in Sport Scale (not much 
different than AMA Scale, if you wanted to be competitive) to what I now call “Practical 
Scale”. Dave Platt is quoted as saying, “you never finish a scale model, you just get 
tired of working on it”. I’ve taken that philosophy to the next level with my “Practical 
Scale” concept.  I don’t compete any more.  I don’t want my model so "scaly" that all 
the little scaly do-dads get bumped off, and I don’t want to spend two hours in field as-
sembly or disassembly. In other words, I want my model to look good enough to 
please me and to fly well. So, with all that as a preamble..... 

 

Upper and Lower Wings: 

 

Foam wings…..I hate ‘em.  The Stearman foam wing cores got complicated very 
quickly. Keep in mind that the strength of the foam itself is only sufficient to keep one 
side separated from the other, and not much more. For this airplane I used full span 
(almost) aircraft plywood spars fore and aft. Both upper and lower wings are com-
prised of three foam sections glued together with differing spans and dihedral. The 
spars are multiple thicknesses, getting thinner as you go toward the tip. I extended the 
spars all the way out to the “N” strut and rigging attachment points. Each wing had its 
own set of difficulties. The upper wing had the problem of how to reliably and easily 
make an attachment to the cabane. The lower wing has the ailerons and making the 
wing shape conform to that of the opening molded in the fuselage.  Both wings shared 
the problem of firmly attaching the “N” struts and flying wires. Because of the lack of 
strength in the foam cores, the “N” struts and flying wires are the things keeping this 
airplane together when airborne. 

 

The servo wire channels were made by heating a quarter inch music wire which can 
then easily be pushed through the foam core. BTW, over heating the wire will cause 
the wire to melt a very large hole in the foam. All that is needed is to heat the wire only 
a few inches from the end; not it’s full length. To get the channel cut exactly where I 
wanted it I made three “V” shaped pieces of cardboard to act as guides for the hot 
wire. When the cardboard guides are taped to the work bench the depth of the “V” po-
sitions are holding the wire exactly the correct distance off the work bench surface. 
The foam core is set one the work bench and weighted down to keep it in place, cor-
rectly aligned with the wire in the “V” grooves.  With that set up, it is easy to push the 
hot wire into the core in exactly the correct position.  After the channels are cut, the 
three piece foam cores are glued together with the proper dihedral, the spars slots are 
cut and the spars inserted. Note that liberal epoxy is NOT required to hold the spars to 
the foam; there is no real strength there anyway. However, the anchor points for the 
“N” struts and flying wires are mated to the spars with liberal epoxy and structure. I 
added carbon fiber ribbon to the cores for a bit of flutter resistance. The necessity for 
the carbon fiber ribbon could be argued.  



Here are the core sections joined, spars installed and basic shape beginning to show 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       Top wing with the most of the balsa yet to be added 

 

 

 

"N" Strut Attachment 
Points 

  



Typical Carbon Fiber Strip 
Layout 

Using Contact Cement 
to Attach Balsa Sheeting 

to the Foam Cores 



Finally, using the scale outline of each wing provided by the CAD program, balsa 
sheeting, slabs and sticks were glued on to fill each wing assembly to the proper out-
line. 

The bottom wing with most 
of the balsa added 

Lots of sanding later, I covered the wings with Super Coverite. 



"N" Struts: 

 

The “N” struts are made from Fir and are laminated with fiberglass circuit 
board material  between the wood. Once sanded to an airfoil shape, I 
glassed to struts for additional strength. Getting the “N” struts the correct 
size took a lot of gymnastics. I took the mostly completed lower wing and 
bolted it to the fuselage. I then took the mostly completed upper wing and 
set it in place above the fuselage using big cardboard boxes to hold the up-
per wing in its proper location and incidence relative to the bottom wing. 
Once that was set up (it took several days and a great deal of profanity) I 
made cardboard templates for each strut (including the cabane) and used 
the cardboard templates to make the parts. The final trimming of the two 
“N” struts was done after both wings were mounted to the fuselage with 
their final mounting structure. To my amazement, the two “N” struts came 
out identical to one another. 



Attachment fittings are made from brass 

Tail Group:    The CAD program provided the scale outlines of the horizontal and ver-
tical stabilizers. I drew and printed out a set of outline drawings over the three views 
with a basic structure for construction purposes. I glued together enough 3/16

th
 balsa 

slabs to completely cover the size of the horizontal and vertical stabs. From the outline 
drawings I cut the balsa slabs to the shape needed for both the horizontal and vertical 
flying surfaces. At that point I added structure to fill out the shape of the surfaces. I 
tried very hard to keep the 
back end weight to a mini-
mum because of the very 
short nose moment of this 
design. The entire the tail 
group is made from light 
balsa. The only plywood 
used was at the hinge 
lines. I added carbon fiber 
ribbon to stiffen up all of the 
structure. Again, all the 
parts are covered with Su-
per Coverite, leaving the 
covering material off the 
structure in the areas 
where they are glued to the 
fiberglass fuselage.  



Above; the upper structure is added to the stab 
Below; The vertical fin 

Right, fitting 

the fin to the 

horizontal 

stab 



Seeing what the whole thing looks like on the fuselage 

I tried my best to conceal the control surface actuation machinery. The rud-
der is a cable pull-pull system. Since the rudder itself at the hinge line is 
very wide (about 1.4 inches wide), I was able to imbed control horns inside 
the structure and therefore make the pull-pull system remain totally inside 
the fuselage. 

 I didn’t have the same luck with the elevators.  

 

When it finally became apparent that nothing practical would fit inside the 
fuselage for the elevators, I went with standard control horns and carbon fi-
ber pushrods. That is not my only concession to scale appearance verses 
practicality. Again, this is a "practical scale" airplane; I just wanted some-
thing that looks nice in the air. 



The back end   

being finished 

Rudder 
control  
horns 



Fuselage: 

When you look at a fiberglass fuselage, you may assume the work is already done. I 
don’t know what he hell I was thinking. I started with a hollow shell that looked like a 
Stearman fuselage and I was in a constant state of frustration from start to finish in try-
ing to make it work as a Stearman fuselage.  
 

I've attempted to write this article in appropriate chunks to make it less confusing - for 
me if nothing else. However, the fuselage was not built as a single, separate opera-
tion. I had approached the fuselage build by starting with the landing gear, then the 
wings, then the tail group and finally the engine. In each of those build segments, the 
interface with the fuselage could not be ignored. So, the fuselage build proceeded in-
crementally as other parts of the airframe were built. 
 

The fuselage construction began with the installation the major plywood pieces. I ini-
tially needed a landing gear mounting platform, but that piece connects to the firewall, 
which also connects to the cabane mount. So, the three largest pieces of plywood 
(1/4” aircraft ply) was the first part of the project. Using the Cad program, I located the 
firewall the correct distance back in to fuselage for correct propeller placement 
(arrrg...that was done to accommodate a G-62, not the engine I ended up with...). 
Then the upper plywood cabane mount was fitted. And finally the landing gear mount 
plate was fitted. All ply pieces fit together when they were glued to one another and 
the fuselage. 
 

Note that gluing anything to a fiberglass fuselage is not an easy operation. The curing 
process of the epoxy (or polyester) resin used to create the fiberglass fuselage leaves 
a wax coating on its surface. The places on the inside of the fuselage were you are 
trying to glue something have to roughened and then wiped down with acetone to get 
rid of the wax.  You also must be careful with the mix of the epoxy you are going to 
use. You need to make sure it does not start curing before everything is in place and 
aligned. Substantial fiberglass cloth (4 to 6 ounce) is needed to reinforce the plywood 
to fuselage glue joints. I used milled fiberglass as a filler medium for the epoxy at the 
glue joints. I’ve also had good luck using Goop (any flavor) and Zap-a-Dap Goo to get 
things to stick to the fiberglass fuselage. 

 

I shaped each of the three major plywood pieces (firewall, landing gear mount, cabane 
mount, etc.) by first making cardboard templates. I went through a lot of cardboard 
and some learning before I got three accurate templates. But, I did save on going 
through a lot of plywood. I found the easiest way to get a good template was to use 
narrow (a couple of inches wide) strips of cardboard to correctly get the inside contour 
of the fuselage where a plywood piece was to be glued. Once I had the contour strips 
dialed in, I just cut a rectangular piece to fill the space between the two contoured 
strips. I then taped to whole mess together to end up with an accurate cardboard tem-
plate for the plywood. 



Typical Cardboard 
Templates 

The lower wing could not be built very far without insuring the ability to bolt the wing to 
the fuselage. The wing mounts are pretty simple. They are just ¼ inch plywood plates 
glued to the inside of the fuselage. The real problem here was the wing airfoil contour 
molded in to the fiberglass fuselage did not match the airfoil shape of the wing very 
closely. Virtually all fiberglass airplanes I’ve built have had to have some epoxy – mi-
cro balloon slurry toweled on to get that fit exactly correct. This build needed a lot of 
filler to get the contours to match and to get the lower wing squared to the fuselage 
and with the correct incidence. 

 

The upper wing cabane structure was an exercise in destroying a lot of perfectly good 
5/32 music wire until I had the four pieces needed to run between the fuselage 
cabane mount and the plywood plates which fit into and bolt on to the upper wing. I 
initially made templates from heavy copper wire. However, even with good templates 
bending the music wire accurately was a real test of patience.  



 

Finally have the 5/32 music wire bent correctly 

 

Once I had the music wire pieces, the rest of the cabane build was 
straightforward. There is rigging on the full scale cabane structure that is 
designed to stabilize the upper wing in both fore/aft and side to side di-
rections. The rigging is important in a model of this size. I will discuss rig-
ging further in a subsequent section of this article. 



Finished Cabane The tail wheel presented a problem if I was to maintain semblance 
of a scale outline. The Navy version of the Stearman (the N2S – XX) had a free 
castering tail wheel, while the PT13/17/etc.  had a steerable tail wheel. Their positions 
on the airframe differed. I intended to paint my Stearman up as a Navy N2S-5 but I 
needed a steerable tail wheel. To fake all this in as best I could, I went with a shock 
absorbing nose gear assembly available from Golden Skys RC (http://
goldenskiesrc.com/SLG.html). I made two ¼’ plywood plates (using cardboard tem-
plates) with holes bored to pass the nose gear main shaft at the correct angle and po-
sition. I used main shaft collars off one of my helicopters to hold the landing gear as-
sembly in place. 

The CAD program shows 
where the tail wheel needs 
to be located. The card-
board templates for the two 
mounting pieces are also 
shown on the drawing. 



Shown here is the tail wheel 

assembly. Everything looks 

good so far don’t you think? 

Tom sent me a huge 4 part 

article and as I have 15 pag-

es so far for this article and I 

am only on the second part, 

and on page 44 for this issue 

of the Airborne Reader I have 

decided to run the rest in the 

next issue.  

I know you will be wanting to 

see what he puts in this for a 

motor and his 

next two parts 

take us all the 

way to paint. 

Hopefully he will 

have sent the 

rest all the way 

to the 

air….Maybe just 

maybe I can get 

it all in!  Ill try. 

 There are a 

few more pages 

coming but I 

hope you like this build issue. Its been fun putting it together. Theirs nothing 

like the fun of building. If you have never done it give it a try. Start with a 

nice simple laser cut kit. You'll enjoy it I guarantee it.    Mike 



















             2015 CALENDAR - R/C  FLYING  EVENTS  
                                    (VENTURA COUNTY & AROUND     By: Ron Scott  as of 1-24-15) 
 
January           9-11  AMA RC/Hobby Show at Ontario Convention Center -  
                            25  T-28 Races  @ Santa Barbara RC Modelers  WWW.SBRCM.ORG 
 
February              1  Fun Fly & Swap Meet – Valley Flyers  Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com   
                            16  Fun Scale Event - Valley Flyers  Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com 
                            20  Electric Fly (indoor) @ Simi Valley Rec Center 5005 LA Ave. @ 7:30 PM 
                            15   Fun Fly – Camarillo Flying Circus - http://webefier.com/drupal/  
                            29   Electric Fun Fly - Valley Flyers  Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com                   
 
   March             14  International Drone Day - http://www.internationaldroneday.com  - Las Vegas 
                            14  Heli Fun Fly - Valley Flyers  Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com    
                            15  T-28 Races – Camarillo Flying Circus 
                          ?15  Quickie 500 Pylon races – San Gabriel RC League – Whittier Narrows,  www.sgvrcl.org/   
                            20  Electric Fly (indoor) @ Simi Valley Rec Center 5005 LA Ave. @ 7:30 PM   
                            29  T-28 Race @ Santa Barbara RC Modelers www.SBRCM.org  
                            29  Electric Fun Fly - Valley Flyers  Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com                   
                         
   April                 4   Simi Valley Flyers – Fun Fly, BBQ, & Swap Meet  www.simivalleyflyers.com   
                             5   Easter Sunday 
                        ?4-6   Warbirds over LasVegas–William Bennett Field   http://www.lvrcc.org/   
                           19   Swap Meet & Fun Fly – Camarillo Flying Circus 
                      10-12   Q40/Q500 pylon racing – Apollo Field - Valley Flyers  www.valleyflyers.com  
                      18-19   Float Fly @ Lake Casitas – Camping, BBQ & Big Raffel - Ventura County Comets 
                           18   Electric Fly (indoor) @ Simi Valley Rec Center 5005 LA Ave. @ 7:30 PM 
                    ?20-21   SC Scale Masters Event at Hemet Model Masters www.hemetmodelmasters.org    
                      24-26   Wings over Prado – Scale Airplane Fly-in @ Prado Airpark, Chino, CA  www.pvmac.com  
                           
   May                  9   Fun Fly  – Apollo Field - Valley Flyers  www.valleyflyers.com   
                           10    Mothers Day 
                           15   Electric Fly (indoor) @ Simi Valley Rec Center 5005 LA Ave. @ 7:30 PM  
                           16   L A Jets  Spring Fly-in – Valley Flyers  www.valleyflyers.com 

                     16 -17   RCX – Model Airplane Expo @ Orange County Fairgrounds  - www.rcx.com  or 317-236-6515 
                            23   Electric Fun-Fly & Glowpower < .15”. + BBQ @ Comets Field – Lake Casitas 
                            17   Warbird Day – Camarillo Flying Circus                    
                          ?18   Quickie 500 Pylon races –– Whittier Narrows    http://www.sgvrcl.org/ , - Park 818-554-3517 
                            24   T-28 Race @ Santa Barbara RC Modelers www.SBRCM.org 
                       22-24   Float Fly – Visalia Russell Pond – for directions - www.CVRCSoaring.com  
                       21-24   Memorial Day weekend – Giant Scale Fly-in – Castle Airport (near Merced) 
                                   Central CA Modelers. Contact Scott at scottmalta@comcast.net or 209-617-5789           
 
     June             5-7   Q40/Q500 Pylon racing  – Valley Flyers  www.valleyflyers.com 
                           ? 7   IMAC  flying competition @ Fresno -  www.mini-iac.com      
                          ?14   IMAC  flying competition @ Riverside -  www.mini-iac.com      
                            14   Fathers Day 
                            19   Electric Fly (indoor) @ Simi Valley Rec Center 5005 LA Ave. @ 7:30 PM 
                            20   Simi Valley Flyers  - Fun Fly, BBQ, & Swap Meet 
                       20-21  Western States All Electric Fun Fly – Apollo Field - www.valleyflyers.com  for details. 
                            21  Quaker Fun Fly & Baloon drop - Comets Field - Lake Casitas  
                            28   4 rounds of Combat – Camarillo Flying Circus 
                                                                               Page 1 
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    July                11  Swap Meet & Fun Fly -  Valley Flyers  Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com  
                          ?13  Swap Meet San Diego – Don Madison  
                            18  L A Jets – Valley Flyers – Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com 
                            19  Fun Fly  – Camarillo Flying Circus 
                            25  Warbird day & BBQ + Swap Meet @ Comets Field Lake Casitas $10 Entry fee includes lunch 
 
   August                1  All Scale Event – Valley Flyers - www.valleyflyers.com 
                          ?2-3  Glider – Slope racing @ Grass Mountain  www.socalsloperacing.com  
                               8  Simi Valley Flyers  - Fun Fly, BBQ, & Swap Meet 
                        ?9-10  Pattern Contest at Miramar, San Diego (Bill Wallace; bwallace@bandag.com) 
                        15-16  Camarillo Air Show  
                             15  Fun Fly & Swap Meet -  Valley Flyers  Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com    
                             16  T-28 Races – Camarillo Flying Circus 
 
  September          ?1  Swap Meet & Dawn Patrol Contest @ Hemet Model Masters – www.hemetmodelmasters.org   
                                5 All Electric Fun Fly  – Valley Flyers  www.valleyflyers.com 
                       ?19-20 Float Fly @ Lake Castiac Lower Lake– Canyon Crosswinds  www.canyoncrosswinds.com   
                         25-27 Float Fly @ Lake Mc Swane  near Merced… Reservations – 209-354-2954 

                                 27  T-28 Race @ Santa Barbara RC Modelers www.SBRCM.org 
                       ?26-28 Lake Hemet Float fly – Hemet Model Masters – www.hemetmodelmasters.org 
                         26-27  Point Mugu Air Show – with the Blue Angels 
 

    October        ?3-4  Classic Pattern Contest at Pomona (Robert Fish, akmotov@pacbell.net) 
                             2-4 Glider Festival @ Visalia, CA ( www.CVRCSoaring.com ) 
                           ?3-5 Tucson Aerobatic Shootout -   www.desertaircraft.com  
                              ?5   Quickie 500 Pylon races – San Gabriel RC League – Whittier Narrows Rec. Park 818-554-3517         
                              10 Simi Valley Flyers - Fun Fly, BBQ, & Swap Meet 
                              11 Try & Fly- Public open house - Valley Flyers – Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com 
                       ?11-12  Pattern Contest at Sacramento (SAM; Frank Capone; crcfrank@sbcglobal.net)         

Float Fly @ Comets - Lake Casitas – Camping, BBQ & Big Raffel 
     18  Combat – 4 rounds – Camarillo Flying Circus 

                              25  Electric Fun Fly - Valley Flyers – Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com 
                         23-25 Float Fly @ Visalia – Russell Pond for directions check  www.CVRCSoaring.com  
                       ?23-26 Giant Scale Air Races - Rabbit dry lake (Unlimited planes flying @ 150 + MPH) www.usrainfo.org  
                              
November              7   Swap Meet &Fun Fly -Valley Flyers – Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com 
                         ?8-10 Float Fly, @ London Bridge, @Windsor Beach Park, Lake Havasu, Az.  (Desert Hawks Club) 
                                     web site    www.deserthawksrc.org  
                              14 LA Jets - Valley Flyers – Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com   
                              15  Warbird Day – Camarillo Flying Circus 
                         20-22 Float Fly @ Comets – Club members only   
                              22  T-28 Race @ Santa Barbara RC Modelers www.SBRCM.org 
                         23-25  West Coast all Electric RC Event – Fly-in @ Prado Airpark, Chino, CA  www.pvmac.com 
                             ?24  T-28 Day – Camarillo Flying Circus    
 
December               6 Toys-for-Tots Fly-in – Valley Flyers – Apollo Field  www.valleyflyers.com 
                               13  Holiday party – Simi Valley Flyers 
                               17 Comets Christmas party -  
                               25 Santa Claus brings new stuff to replace all the planes & engines that Murphy broke during 
                                     the year. 
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 CLUB OR EVENT                                               CONTACT                   PHONE #    Web Site 
                
    ;AVTI  (Lancaster)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .               . ?Jerry Budd  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . (805) 943-4970    http://www.avti.org/ 
                  ;Desert Hawks (Lake Havasu).  .               . ?George Field   .  .  .  .  .  .   (928) 855-1197    www.deserthawksrc.corg   
                  ;Comets (Ventura County).  .  .  .  .   Ron Scott .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   (805)  522-5455   www.vccomets.com  
                  ;Condors (Camarillo).  .  .  .  .  .  .  .      Robert Wagner   .  .  .  .  .  . (805)  491-2222   www.cicondors.com/  
                  ;Camarillo Flying Circus .  .  .  .  .  .    .  .  .  .  .                         (805) 
                  ;Giant Scale Squadron .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ?Dave Hendrix    .  .  .  .  .  . (213) 758-2935 
                  ;Las Vegas R/C Club   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ?Tom Hart .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . (702) 566-0668     
                  ;Port-A-Potti Pilots (Sylmar) .  .  .  .  Robby Hombre   .  .  .  .  .  . (818)                   www.RobinsHobbies.com  
                  ;R/C Marathon- .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   Corona R/C Club   .  .  .  .  . (208)486-6063   
                   Santa Barbara RC Modelers   .  .  . Lloyd Gibbs .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  805 688-4855 lrgiggs@msn.com    WWW.SBRCM.ORG                                                                                          
                  
  ;SGVRCL (San Gabrial Valley)  .  .  ?Jim Riccio .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  . (310) 973-3696     http://www.sgvrcl.org/  
                  The Unlimited (Torrance) .  .  .  .  .  ?Lesley Burnett .  .  .  .  .  .  . (310) 320-8369 
                  Torry Pines Gulls .      ……………………………………………………………………… http://www.torreypinesgulls.org  
                  Valley Flyers (Sepulvida)  .  .  .  .  .   . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .      www.valleyflyers.com  
                  Simi Valley Flyers . . . . . . . . . . .  .     .  .  .  .  .  .  .                                                 www.simivalleyflyers.com   
                  Visalia Glider Festival . . . . . . . . .  Ed Hipp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .                        www.cvrcsoaring.com  
                  Canyon Crosswinds  . . . . . . . . . .   Wally Briggs . . . . . . . . . . . . (661)722-0029     www.canyoncrosswinds.com 
                                                                     Web Master  Bob Archery @ 661-618-4388 
                  Santa Fe Dam R/C Modelers . . .   Web Site / Calander    (626) 821-4133   ..  WWW.SFDRCM.COM  
                  Southern Calif - Slope racing Org.                                    www.socalsloperacing.com  
                  IMAC(International Min. Aerobatic Club ...    www.mini-iac.com/DesktopDefault.aspx   
                  Riverside RC Club  - - www.riversidercclub.org 
.  .              Simi Indoor Electric fly  Simi Valley  -      Matt Keennon      . . . (805)  ???????  Matt Keennon (AV)   keennon@avinc.com 
                 -Corona RC Club  www.coronarcclub.com   
 
      
 

Good Internet web Sites 
 

                   - AMA Calender of events     www.modelaircraft.org/events/calendar/Flying Events/wc012010.htm 
                   -    "     Club Links   .  .  www.modelaircraft.org/clubsearch.aspx  
              -     "     Newsletter  .  .  . www.modelaircraft.org/templates/ama/newsletters.asp  
              -            Gliders    .  .  .  .  .  .  .  www.rcsoaring.com  
              -        “           . . . . . . . . . www.sloperacing.com  
                      “       . . . . . . . . . . . Visalia Glider Club – www.CVRCSoaring.com 
                    "          .  .  .  .  .  .  . www.nesail.com  
              -      “         . . . . . . . . . . . gliderking.com,  combatwings.com  
              -  Electrics .  .  .  .  .  .  …www.sefsd.org  
              -   Warbirds.  .  .  .  .  .  .  www.rcwarbirds.com  

            -  Airforce Pictures .  .  www.topcover.com               
             -   Model Airplane Clubs in California - - - - - - - - - -    http://www.rc-airplane-world.com/california-rc-airplane-clubs.html                                                                                   
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